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problem occurs?

Lin Fan suddenly shrank his pupils, and said angrily:

“What the hell is going on!”

Then, Ye Shihao passed the matter through and whispered!

Lin Fan became more startled as he listened, his face gradually gloomy:

“Okay! Very good!” At this time, he was like an angry beast, full of

suffocating murderous aura!

So Baishan and his wife, even if they were like an ice cellar, they were

silent!

Again!

It seems that every time Lin Fan loses control of his emotions, he

looks very scary!

“! I know,”

Lin Fan gloomy face hung up the phone, it would be for Baishan

couple said:

“!! Mom, Dad, I’m out of a trip,”

“Xiaofan, what happened”!

The couple quickly asked, looking a fool There must be something big,

otherwise how could Lin Fan be so scary.

Lin Fan didn’t want to worry the old man, so he smiled and said,

“Don’t worry, it’s okay, I’ll be back soon!” He said, and left without

looking back!

“Baishan, you said, did Lin Fan run away with excuses?”

Shen Yumei looked restless, still worried that Lin Fan would divorce

Bai Yi.

“Don’t worry, Xiao Fan said that he will come back, he will definitely

come back.” Bai Shan comforted, in fact, he was also very afraid that

Lin Fan would not return if he left.

In half an hour!

Lin Fan is the Yifan Chinese and Western Hospital. Just when he

opened the ward, he saw the pale white Yi lying on the bed.

“Old…husband!” At the moment when he saw Lin Fan, Bai Yi finally

couldn’t stretch herself. The endless grievances swept through her

heart, causing her to cry in tears.

Lin Fan hugged her heartily, and comforted:

“I know everything after the incident.”

It turned out!

Just half an hour ago, a piece of information completely shook the

entire Jiang City.

New Bai’s Pharmaceutical produces fake vaccines, causing deaths!

The families of the victims have gone to Xinbai to make trouble, and

even let reporters take pictures of them.

Now this news has become the front page of Jiangshi News.

The most overwhelming thing is that Mr. Bai led the people of the Bai

family and Bai Yi’s female secretary Lin Miaoke, deliberately slandered

in a news interview, saying that Bai Yi produced counterfeit and

shoddy products.

The reason for standing up is to destroy relatives righteously!

And asked the relevant departments to severely punish the profiteer

Bai Yi!

Even his relatives and secretary came forward to criticize Bai Yi, then

public opinion became a trend of one-sidedness, and Bai Yi became a

mouse on the street in just half an hour.

The entire Jiangshi forum was full of insults and verbal abuse against

her, saying that she was a profiteer who made a fortune in the country,

and that she was a slut who hooked up. .(x81zw)../x81zw/.

Some people even said they would take her out of human flesh and

beat her severely.

At this time, Bai Yi did not even dare to turn on his mobile phone, for

fear that he would receive numerous harassing calls as soon as he

turned on.

“Husband, what should I do? What should I do? The Medical

Regulatory Bureau gave me an ultimatum, and I must give a reasonable

answer within three days. Otherwise, if Xinbai’s is seized, even I will

face lawsuits!”

Bai Yi Afraid of the trembling of the Jiao body, at this time, he was

helpless to the extreme.

She never expected that the person who hurt her the most was her

closest, so that after seeing those interviews, she turned out to be

fainted with anger.

This is to ruin her!

at this time!

Seeing his wife like this, Lin Fan’s face was extremely gloomy.

He didn’t expect that the Lin Family’s revenge came so swiftly that Bai

Yi would immediately be put to death!

but!

Lin Fan’s woman can be moved by others if they want?

“Don’t worry, my wife, I will solve it.”

Lin Fan comforted, but a sharp look was wiped out in his eyes:

“Since they want you to ruin, then I want them…”

“Ten thousand years!”
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